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The new stock recently purchased by Grant and Susan in Bangkok 
has been graded, priced and is ready to go. A shipment of Sapphires 
has just arrived from Sri Lanka which was cut especially to suit our 
requirements by Grant and Debi’s Sri Lankan cousins. We have 
beautiful sapphires in all colours including fantastic 4.35ct and 
5.22ct Cushion Pinks and a 2.67ct Heart Blue.

Also available are rare Colour Change Garnets even a few over 
1ct and Alexandrites from 0.30ct to 2.70ct, Spinels in Reds, Pinks, 
Blues and Purples. We have an extensive range of Aquamarine and 
stunning larger cost effective gems including Tourmaline, Amethyst, 
Prasiolite, Citrine etc. We are pleased with our extensive stock of 
Burmese, African and Madagascan Ruby which we worked diligently 
to obtain, as fine quality, clean material from all these countries is 
increasingly difficult to find.

New Staff
Laura is our new office manager. She has worked in the Jewellery 
Industry for 6 years and has an Advanced Diploma of Accounting, 
Laura is a very keen Gemmologist and has recently completed her 
Valuers course and is on the GAA Victorian Division Committee. 
Tourmaline and Spinel are among her favourite Gems.

Sapphire
5.09ct

Pink Sapphire
4.35ct

Burmese Ruby
1.61ct

Ametrine
10.11ct

Aquamarine
10.22ct

Pink Tourmaline
6.29ct

Chrome Tourmaline
1.84ct

Amethyst
13.16ct

Malaia Garnet
4.62ct

Mali Garnet
3.68ct

Spinel
2.44ct

Zircon
5.27ct

The struggling world economy was certainly 
evident in Bangkok where there were very 
few buyers especially those from America, 
even so it is still extremely hard to source 
the special fine quality Gems we require. It 
was mentioned to us on many occasions 
that we are lucky to be in Australia where the 
economy seems to still be doing well. Even 
though we hear doom and gloom in the 
news every day, it seems the demand for fine 
quality gems and jewellery is still consistent. 
Interest rates are down, petrol down and 
the majority of our clients are very satisfied 
with business so far this year. Our trading is 
steady with the focus on fine quality Gems 
where historically sales are more resilient 
during economic down turns.

Points to consider when  
ordering coloured stones 
1. To avoid confusion order in millimeter size if possible 

rather than carat weight. Diamonds have a lower Specific 
Gravity than sapphires. e.g. a 3mm round diamond 
weighs 0.10ct and a 3mm round sapphire weighs 0.14ct.  
Refer to page 17 of Hamid Bros white brochure.

2. Give shape. e.g. round brilliant, oval, emerald cut, pear shape, 
marquise etc.

3. If a matching set or pair is required, mention this first as matched 
pairs can be difficult.

4. Terms such as pigeon blood red, and cornflower blue are 
old fashioned and confusing and should be avoided.  
Deep red, purple red, pale blue, mid blue etc. are good descriptive 
terms which will help us provide you with the colour you 
require.

5. Exact calibrated sizes are not always available in coloured stones, 
be flexible and you will have a lot more to choose from.

6. For handcrafted jewellery always purchase the stone before 
making the setting as your imagination may not match 
availability.

7. Suggest alternatives. e.g. Emerald can be substituted by Tsavorite 
Garnet, Chrome Tourmaline, Peridot, Green Sapphire etc.

8. Coloured stone price lists are only relevant to stock of that 
particular merchant. One Merchant may keep fine quality goods 
and call that A grade, but another Merchant may handle mid to 
low quality and still call their better end A grade.


